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About This Game

Run Run and Die is a crazy and atypical challenging runner!

Our funny little penguin wakes up in a test room, but suddenly something goes wrong and 5d3b920ae0

Title: Run Run And Die
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Pixel Bones Studio
Release Date: 11 Sep, 2015

English

run run and jump. run run and die

COULD BE a classic arcade masterpiece.BUT THE DIFFICULTY is unfair and MAKES ME RAGE. I got this game for $.78
when i was on sale, but even for $1 you don't lose much checking it out. I personally didnt enjoy the game (hence the low play
time). I found the jump arc far too short to have much fun, as you had to get right next to (basically until there was clipping
between the player model and the obstacle) the obstacle before you jumped. There was no variable jump, either. Idunno, this
game didnt appeal to me, but it's also not the type of game I typically play. You dont lose much by checking it out, so if you're
on the edge, just go ahead and buy it.. it scream at me. I got this game for $.78 when i was on sale, but even for $1 you don't
lose much checking it out. I personally didnt enjoy the game (hence the low play time). I found the jump arc far too short to
have much fun, as you had to get right next to (basically until there was clipping between the player model and the obstacle) the
obstacle before you jumped. There was no variable jump, either. Idunno, this game didnt appeal to me, but it's also not the type
of game I typically play. You dont lose much by checking it out, so if you're on the edge, just go ahead and buy it.. kinda cute
but its kinda stupid. If this game is not worth the time it would take me to write a real review of it imagine how little it is worth
your time to play it.. Doesn't matter what others tell you, this is a good game.. COULD BE a classic arcade masterpiece.BUT
THE DIFFICULTY is unfair and MAKES ME RAGE. Doesn't matter what others tell you, this is a good game.. it scream at me
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